Eye movements during reading: case reports.
Since the time of Javal, it has been well established that normal reading eye movement patterns have 3 principal components: (1) small saccades that move the eyes from word to word, (2) large saccades that return the eyes to the beginning of the next line, and (3) fixation pauses between each saccade for information processing. We discuss the vision analysis results and show the quantitative reading eye movement records, measured with the infrared photoelectric method, of 5 patients examined in the Neuro-optometry Clinic. The reading records showed a wide variety of behavior: 1 patient performed normal reading movements, 1 "slow reader" manifested an excessive number of fixations as well as extended fixational durations, another "slow" reader only exhibited an excessive number of fixations, a patient with dyslexia performed backward reading movements, and 1 patient exhibited nystagmus superimposed upon the reading pattern.